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When the 32-year-old Emad E. from Haarlem arrives at ING in early 2012 to open two
extra business bank accounts, ING notes that he runs a "consultancy" for people around
the world who want to trade in currencies. His paper New Zealand company IB Capital
has, according to E., "the knowledge and expertise" to do such advisory work "safely and
well".

ING does a short additional investigation. It even
asks the Haarlemmer in writing what internal
measures he takes "not to get involved in fraud
or money laundering". E.'s answers reassure ING,
"adequate", the bank describes them. For
example, E. says it only accepts customers who
identify themselves by means of passport copy .
ING assesses IB Capital as a customer with
'normal risk'.

Around the same period, around 50 million
dollars of 1,850 investors worldwide will enter
the new ING accounts in the same period. The
investors - many Americans - think they have
stepped into foreign exchange with the money .
But in reality Emad E. and his companion
Michael G. are stealing the money to put in their
own pocket, according to hundreds of pages of
American judicial documents, including internal
ING documents. In June 2012, for example, they
transfer 25 million dollars to Hungary, after
which it disappears from sight. Certainly,
according to the judiciary, with the disappeared
investor money, among other things, real estate in Morocco has been purchased.

Both the American and Dutch authorities are behind E. and G.. Supervisor CFTC started
in 2015 against E., G. and IB Capital. And the Fiscal Intelligence and Investigation
Service (FIOD) conducts criminal investigation 'Cayenne' to the practices of E. and G.,

The American trustee in the IB

Capital case started an 'article 12

procedure' with the Court of The

Hague in order to enforce criminal

prosecution of ING. This is confirmed

by lawyer Geertjan van Oosten, who

initiated the proceedings. It puts the

victims that the record se�lement of

775 million euros in the treasury ends

up and their damage (at least 35

million dollars) is not reimbursed.

In the meantime, at least three Article

12 proceedings against the ING

se�lement have been pending. The

se�lement agreement with ING

states that this will lapse if the Public

Prosecution Service has to proceed

with prosecution through an Article

12 procedure. The state must then

repay ING 775 million euros.

In the IB Capital case, suspects sent 25 million euros to Hungary.
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